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ABSTRACT

Past studies revealed that the integration of ethnomathematics approaches is of great importance in the teaching and learning of mathematics as it is believed to improve learners’ understanding and achievement in mathematics. Cognisant of the benefits of using ethnomathematics approaches in teaching and learning mathematics, the Zimbabwean school syllabus recommends the adoption and integration of ethnomathematics approaches to improve the learners’ performance. The purpose of this mixed-method study was to determine the comparative effectiveness of ethnomathematics approaches and the traditional lecture approaches as well as teachers’ views on the use of ethnomathematics approaches. The study sample comprised 90 learners and two teachers from one secondary school in Bindura district in Zimbabwe. Two instruments, a test and interviews were used for data collection. The participating teachers taught the concepts of consumer arithmetic for four weeks. Findings of the study showed that learners taught using an ethnomathematics approach achieved significantly higher in the test than those taught consumer arithmetic using the traditional approach. The study revealed that teachers appreciated the use of ethnomathematics approaches in the teaching of consumer arithmetic as their learners were motivated, actively involved and interested in learning the concepts. It was also reported that ethnomathematics approaches improve learners’ understanding and retention of arithmetic concepts. The study, therefore, recommended training of the teachers on the use of the ethnomathematics approach in the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic.
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INTRODUCTION

In Zimbabwe at the secondary school level, mathematics is a compulsory subject because of its usefulness in almost all economic activities. In Zimbabwe, the mathematics syllabus comprises several topics of which consumer arithmetic is one of them. Consumer arithmetic involves interpretation of data in real-life situations such as water and electricity bills, bank statements, mortgages, and information in the media; budgets including household, co-operative and state budgets; rates in form of foreign exchange and household rates (Zimbabwe School Examination Council (ZIMSEC), 2015). Consumer arithmetic including the calculation of salaries and wages, insurance premiums, simple interest discount, commission, depreciation, sales/income tax, hire purchase and bank accounts including savings and current accounts paying bills and taxes and currency conversion assist consumers in accurate completion of their everyday transactions.

Despite the fact that consumer arithmetic is one of the topics that is widely used in everyday life, consumer arithmetic questions proved to be difficult for the learners. For instance, the ZIMSEC (2016) examiners’ report showed that questions on consumer arithmetic were poorly done, from as simple as failure to calculate the percentage profit and converting dollars to cents. This could mean that the topic of consumer arithmetic may contribute to the low pass rate in mathematics among other topics. The poor performance in consumer arithmetic questions may also mean that learners would not be able to connect their everyday life situations (ethnomathematics) to their classroom learning.

Numerous factors have contributed to the poor performance in mathematics in general and consumer arithmetic in particular (Mashingaidze, 2012). One of such factors is the teachers’ use of inappropriate teaching approaches (Harbor-Peters, 2001; Mashingaidze, 2012). In Zimbabwe, Sunzuma and Maharaj (2019) blamed the poor performance in mathematics on the traditional approaches used by the teachers. One of the concerns of overreliance on traditional approaches to teaching mathematics is the
superficial lack of basic mathematical philosophies which leads to rote-learning and low performance in mathematics as observed in Zimbabwe (Sunzuma et al., 2012).

Following an analysis of learners' poor performance in Zimbabwe, Chiwiye (2013) suggested that teaching should take into account that learners actively construct knowledge related to social and cultural settings. Similarly, the ZIMSEC mathematics syllabus recommends bridging the gap between the mathematics taught in schools and the learners' worlds, through using their everyday experiences, cultural backgrounds and the surrounding environment (ZIMSEC, 2015). This idea concurs with recommendations from various scholars that when learners become conscious of the connection between what they learn and their everyday experiences, they are likely to be motivated to learn mathematics, which could stimulate and sustain learners' interest as well as improving their performance (Madusise, 2015; Rosa & Orey, 2013; Sunzuma & Maharaj, 2019; Weldeana, 2016). The integration of ethnomathematics approaches into the teaching of mathematics has several benefits such as active participation of learners, practical oriented and application of acquired knowledge to real-life situations as well as enhancing learners' conceptual understanding (Sunzuma & Maharaj, 2019; Weldeana, 2016).

According to Rosa (2011), ethnomathematics is all the forms of mathematics that vary as a consequence of being embedded in cultural activities. Everyday activities which included building houses, exchanging money, weighing products and calculating proportions for a recipe involving numbers, calculations and precise geometry patterns are all ethnomathematics (Weldeana, 2016; Umbara et al., 2021). Ethnomathematics is a cluster of ideas concerning the history of mathematics, the cultural roots of mathematics, implicit mathematics in everyday settings, and mathematics education (Weldeana, 2016).

In 2009, Orey and Rosa noted that ethnomathematics enables scholars to examine what and how we teach mathematics in the context of the school, culture and society. Culture and school mathematics are widely related (Weldeana, 2016). The teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic can be influenced by the learners' cultural, environmental backgrounds and experiences. To solve consumer arithmetic problems, learners need to understand more about the role of mathematics in a societal context (Rosa & Orey, 2011).

LITERATURE REVIEW

Theoretical Framework

A social constructivist theoretical framework guided and shaped this study since it is apprehensive with what takes place in the classroom and the need to improve the consumer arithmetic understanding and application. As indicated by Ernest (1999) social constructivism is a theory of mathematics that perceives mathematics as a cultural creation. Similarly, Vygotsky (1978) cited in Woolfolk, (2010) referred to social constructivism as a movement where construction of knowledge is done by learners using their past information in addition to their cultural and background knowledge.

The prevailing view is that learners do not exist in solitude, but they exist and learn in cultural environments where learning is shared and understanding is created with others (Woolfolk, 2010). According to Vygotsky (1978) cited in Woolfolk, (2010) knowledge is actively created in social environments and that the development of such knowledge is cultural. The most important idea governing Vygotsky’s (1978) social constructivist theory is the concept that learners acquire knowledge from the individuals who have more understanding and information especially teachers through interaction in an environment that is culturally based. Additionally, scholars who advocate for social constructivism believe that culture and environment are essential components in understanding and accepting what happens in society, and knowledge construction must be founded on this understanding (Kim, 2001). The consumer arithmetic aspects used in everyday life could be used in the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic concepts in the classroom.

Ethnomathematics approaches build on the learners’ prior knowledge and experiences, their background, and the role played by their environment concerning the content and method, according to D’Ambrosio (2001). Kurumeh (2004) defined the ethnomathematics approach as a teaching method that is used in explaining the reality of the link between the learners' cultural environment and experiences to the teaching of mathematics. It is an approach that is learner-centered and rooted in social constructivism because it recognizes the knowledge that the learners bring into the classroom (Mogari, 2014). Social constructivism and the ethnomathematics approach share common views regarding the teaching of mathematics. Firstly, mathematical knowledge such as consumer arithmetic knowledge is socially constructed by the learner through social interactions with the environment. Secondly, the learning process occurs in realistic and contextualized daily activities that provide germane contextual meaning to the concepts learned in the classroom. The approach is practically oriented (D’Ambrosio, 2001 cited in Sunzuma & Maharaj, 2020); it employs the rich cultural activities and experiences from the learners' environment and day-to-day experiences, such as everyday calculations on electricity and water bills.

Integration of Ethnomathematics Approaches into the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics

Most of the studies that advocate for the integration of ethnomathematics approaches into the mathematics curriculum are envisioned to make mathematics meaningful and relevant for the learners as well as promoting the overall quality of mathematics (Madusise, 2010; Rosa & Orey, 2011). According to Rosa and Orey (2011) ethnomathematics approaches bring the out-of-school mathematics that is practiced in real-life situations into the classroom, thereby improving the understanding of mathematics concepts. Ethnomathematics approaches encourage connecting mathematics to the real world through authentic problems that enhance learners’ conceptual understanding of the mathematics concepts.

Torress-Velasquez and Lobo (2004) cited in Rosa and Orey (2011) proposed that teachers should contextualize mathematics learning by relating mathematical content to learners' culture and their real-life experiences. This can be achieved by grounding
mathematics instruction in the learners’ languages, cultures and communities while providing them with the mathematical knowledge needed to survive and thrive in the dormant culture. This affords learners long life skills for real-life application.

The interpretation of water and electricity bills, bank statements, payslips, compound and simple interests, as well as foreign exchange, is done in almost all cultures in Zimbabwe. When these concepts are learned in the classroom through linking them to their real-life experiences, there is a better understanding and analysis of such concepts. Ethnomathematics is involved in everyday life activities which include building houses, exchanging money, buying and selling, weighing products and calculating proportions for a recipe involving numbers (Rosa & Orey, 2011). Carrher et al. (1985) cited in Rosa and Orey (2011) reported that every day, out-of-school mathematics supports the learning of school mathematics. For instance, in consumer arithmetic, some mathematics concepts are developed outside the school systems without any specific instructions, because these concepts and procedures would be learned through social interactions in everyday activities such as commerce and the production of goods.

Some studies support the integration of ethnomathematics approaches into the teaching of various mathematics concepts and they show that these approaches improve learners’ achievement in mathematics. In a quasi-experimental study conducted by Arishmendi-Pardi (2001) in Orange Coast College in Florida on intermediate algebra with two groups, one with a traditional approach and the other one with an ethnomathematics approach. The study was carried out with college learners, where researcher taught the both the experimental and the control groups. Data was collected using pre and post-tests only. The findings of the study showed a positive effect of an ethnomathematics approach on intermediate algebra achievement. Learners who were taught with an ethnomathematics approach outperformed those who were taught with the traditional approach.

In another experimental study conducted in Nigeria, Abiam et al. (2016) reported that ethnomathematics is a significant approach that improves meaningful understanding of concepts, increases retention and recall of concepts in geometry. The study involved primary school learners who wrote pre and post-test on geometry. The learners taught with the ethnomathematics approach had a higher retention rate in geometry than the learners taught with the traditional approach. The researchers concluded that the learners in the experimental group had developed operational communication and confidence in learning geometry.

Achor et al. (2009) in Nigeria carried out an experimental study to find out the usefulness of ethnomathematics approaches on learners’ achievement and retention on the topic of locus. The study involved Senior Secondary School 2 (SS2) learners. SS2 is equivalent to grade 11. The learners who were taught with an ethnomathematics approach were involved in practical activities such as pegging farming land and roofing round huts. The other group of learners was taught using the traditional approach. Both groups of learners wrote the same pre and post-tests on the locus. The findings of the study showed that learners taught with an ethnomathematics approach had a higher mean achievement score as compared to their counterparts taught with the traditional approach. The learners taught with ethnomathematics approaches had higher achievement and retention as compared to those exposed to traditional approaches. The researchers concluded that the higher achievement and retention was due to the reason that learners taught with ethnomathematics were able to connect the cultural activities in their societies with the learning of locus. They pointed out the possibility of reducing the abstract nature of the teaching and learning of mathematics if ethnomathematics approaches were used. Despite the positive results in the studies above, some studies concluded that ethnomathematics approaches do not have any significant effect on the learners’ achievement in mathematics. For instance, a study conducted by Kara and Togrol (2010) to develop instruction integrated with ethnomathematics as well as evaluate its effects on learners’ achievement and their attitudes toward geometry. The findings of the results showed that there was no significant difference between the achievement levels of the control and the treatment group. Other reasons such as the examples and activities used during the teaching could account for the inconsistency in the findings. However, besides achievement, the findings of the same study showed positive effects on learners’ attitudes towards mathematics.

Although studies have been carried, using tests as data gathering instruments that collect quantitative data only in Florida and Nigeria on the effectiveness of ethnomathematics approaches, there are no such similar studies in Zimbabwe. Therefore, this study attempts to give additional substance to the discussion through gathering both qualitative data from interviews and quantitative data from tests, given that the mathematics syllabus recommends the use of the learners’ cultural, everyday life experiences and the immediate environment in the teaching of mathematics. The study sought to address whether ethnomathematics approaches would result in better achievement as compared to the traditional lecture approaches, defined in this study as the habitual methods of teaching mathematics since various researchers have associated the difficulty of learning certain mathematics topics with inappropriate teaching approaches (Harbor-Peters, 2001; Mashingaidze, 2012; Sunzuma & Maharaj, 2019; Telima, 2011). The questions addressed in this study are:

1) What is the effect of using ethnomathematics and traditional lecture approach on learners’ achievement in consumer arithmetic?

2) What are the teachers’ views regarding the use of ethnomathematics approaches and the traditional lecture approaches in the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic?

**METHODOLOGY**

**Design**

The study followed an embedded mixed-method approach involving an experimental study to compare the achievement of the learners in intact classes who had been exposed to ethnomathematics and traditional lecture approaches. An embedded mixed methods design incorporates both quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell, 2015). A Posttest-Only Control-Group Design
where learners from the experimental group were taught using the ethnomathematics approach was used to collect quantitative data. According to Creswell (2015) the treatment is administered to the experimental group only and both groups are measured on the posttest. Qualitative data from the teachers’ interviews were used to complement the quantitative data from the test. The basis for using an embedded mixed-method design was to gain a better understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 2015). The research questions under study required a research design that went beyond straightforward numbers in quantitative data or simple words in qualitative data hence an amalgamation of both quantitative and qualitative data in a single study that affords a more complete analysis of the research problems (Angell & Townsend, 2011; Creswell, 2015; Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). According to Cohen et al. (2015) a research question cannot be answered sufficiently by drawing only on one method but requires data from both qualitative and quantitative methods for a complete understanding of the research problem.

**Instrument**

The instruments used in the study were a test for the learners which gathered quantitative data and an interview for the teachers which gathered qualitative data. Two tests were constructed by the researchers to measure learners’ achievement in consumer arithmetic concepts. The researchers were guided by the mathematics syllabus in constructing the test items. The first test consists of six questions on profit, discount and hire purchase concepts (see Appendix A). The second test comprised of five questions on the compound and simple interest and balancing of a statement from companies and banks (see Appendix B). The tests were marked and the marks were expressed as percentages. The participating teachers were interviewed after the learners had written the two tests which were set by their teachers and the researchers. There were four interview questions on the methods the teachers were using to teach consumer arithmetic and on their experiences on the ethnomathematics approaches. The questions were: 1. What are the teaching methods that you prefer most when teaching consumer arithmetic concepts? Explain the choice of your methods, 2. Explain the typical activities that you normally do when teaching consumer arithmetic concepts? 3. What have you learned/ gained from being involved in this project? 4. What do you think about the preparation time required for ethnomathematics approaches? The interviews were tape-recorded to allow replay during data analyses. On average each interview lasted 45 minutes.

**Validity and Reliability**

The test and interview schedule were piloted with one secondary school and his learners from a neighboring school to ensure the credibility and trustworthiness of the instruments. This was to ensure that the questions were clear and would provide answers to research questions. The test items and the interview items were face validated and content validated by an expert in mathematics education. Member checking, a quality control process that is used to improve accuracy, credibility and validity of data gathering instruments was also used in this study. The participants were asked to authenticate if the captured records were a true reflection of what took place during the interview. The participants confirmed that the information was accurate, which served as an assurance for legitimacy.

**Research Participants**

According to Merriam (2009) purposive sampling is used when the researcher intends to discover, understand, gain sight; therefore a sample from which the researchers could learn the most was selected. One government school was purposively sampled from the schools in Bindura district in Zimbabwe. The school enrolls learners from low to medium socioeconomic status. The selected school is close to a nearby township in the district and was selected with the assumption that both the teachers and learners were familiar with the place and the day-to-day consumer activities happening at the township. Two separate intact form two classes from the selected school were purposively selected to participate in the study from four classes. The selection of the form two classes was based on the fact that consumer arithmetic is taught at form two level. The two classes were selected on the basis that they had the learners with the best Grade 7 results (five and six units only) which are obtained after seven years of primary education. The learners were randomly assigned to those two classes, with each class having an equal number of learners with five and six points. This form of random assignment enabled the researchers to assume that the two classes were probabilistically equivalent in terms of academic performance, hence the pretest was not required (Trochim, 2006). The two intact classes were randomly assigned to the control and experimental groups. The experimental class consisted of 50 learners (28 girls, 22 boys), whilst the other class comprising of 40 (19 girls, 11boys) made up the control class. The difference in numbers at the time of the study was due to dropouts and transfers. Two teachers who were responsible for teaching the two intact classes formed the sample of the teachers. The two teachers were qualified to teach consumer arithmetic concepts as both of them were Diploma in Science holders majoring in mathematics. The two teachers had a minimum of ten years teaching Ordinary level ('O' level) mathematics, which implies that they had gained substantial experience in teaching consumer arithmetic concepts.

**Research Procedure and Data Collection**

The two mathematics teachers from the selected school taught the learners. These teachers were trained by the researchers a week before commencing the study. The duration of training was three days, putting more emphasis on planning and implementing ethnomathematics approaches. The purpose of the training exercise was to acquaint the teachers with the topic to be taught, ethnomathematics approaches, the use of the lesson plans, the use of the tests and the overall conduct of the study. The teachers were also trained to teach both the control and the experimental groups.

The ethnomathematics approach as applied in the study involved visiting various places such as the banks, furniture shops and the market where there is the use of consumer arithmetic. The learners had an opportunity to look at electricity and water bills, bank statements, visit foreign exchange places. The visits were done during the lunch hours for four weeks, with the researchers, the teachers and the learners from the experimental group. After the exposure to various places where there is the
use of consumer arithmetic, the teacher would then teach the learners using the ethnomathematics approach. The traditional lecture method involved teaching the learners without referring to how consumer arithmetic is applied in real-life situations such as in banks.

The teachers taught both the experimental group using ethnomathematics approaches and the control group using the traditional lecture approaches for four weeks. Consumer arithmetic concepts were divided into two such that half of the concepts were taught during the first two weeks and the other half in the last two weeks. The teacher who taught the experimental group during the first two weeks switched to the control class during the last two weeks and this also applied to the teacher who taught the control group during the first two weeks. Switching teachers halfway through made the groups more equivalent. It was important that the two teachers taught the two groups using the two approaches for comparison purposes. Each teacher taught ten ethnomathematics-based lessons and ten traditional-based lessons. To ensure that the teachers adhere to the instructional approaches and the lesson plan, they were closely monitored by the researchers. The researchers made sure that the teachers taught the same consumer arithmetic concepts to both groups at the stipulated equal length of time. For example, the concepts on hire purchase were taught to the two groups in 35 minutes using the ethnomathematics approach for the experimental group and using the traditional approach for the control group. The same concepts were taught to the two groups using different approaches. A total of twenty lessons were taught to each of the classes. At the end of every two weeks, a one hour test was written by both the experimental and control groups.

Data Analysis

Descriptive and inferential statistics to analyze the findings from the test. The interviews were transcribed and inductively analyzed using recitation to report the findings. The inductive analysis involves reading and re-reading the transcribed interviews. Responses were then classified into themes. For confidentiality purposes, the two participating teachers are referred to as Teacher X and Teacher Y.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Quantitative Data from the Post-test

Table 1 shows a summary of the post-test descriptive and inferential statistics of two tests.

Results in Table 1 showed a significant difference between the mean achievement scores of those taught with ethnomathematics approach and those taught with the traditional lecture approach is significant at .05 alpha level. The experimental class performed significantly better in test 1 (F= 25.04, p < 0.0001) and test 2 (F= 17.2, p < 0.0001). The experimental class had a higher mean which might imply that learners were able to relate the topic of consumer arithmetic to their culture and experiences. This finding is in line with that of Achor et al. (2009). In summary, the use of an ethnomathematics approach was significantly more effective than the traditional lecture approach in improving learners’ achievement in consumer arithmetic. The findings concur with earlier findings by Abiam et al. (2016), and Achor et al. (2009) who reported that learners perform better when taught using ethnomathematics approaches than the traditional lecture approach. The experimental group was taught in a practical way such as connecting the learners’ everyday living to the mathematics they are taught in schools (Mogari, 2014). This is in line with D’Ambrosio’s (2001) definition of ethnomathematics which states that it is a mathematics teaching method that builds on the learners’ prior knowledge and the role played by their environment.

Qualitative Data from the Interview

Three themes merged in the analysis of the teachers’ interview responses. The themes were classified as teachers’ teaching practices, using out-of-school experiences as resources for teaching consumer arithmetic and connecting consumer arithmetic to the learners’ cultural background and experiences.

Teachers’ existing instructional strategies

The teachers were asked to describe the teaching methods that they use when teaching consumer arithmetic concepts and explain why they use such methods. Teacher Y said:

I use the lecture method in all my lessons. The lecture method saves time as compared to ethnomathematics approaches that are time-consuming especially with activities that involve field trips. Time is wasted moving from one place to another, it is better to use that time to teach. Such trips are also expensive when it comes to transport issues.
The findings showed that teacher Y used the traditional approach only for all six lessons. On the other hand, out of the six lessons per week, teacher X used the traditional approach for five lessons and the ethnomathematical approach only for one lesson. Teacher X said:

I sometimes make use of ethnomathematics approaches once a week out of the six lessons, for the reason that learners would be able to generate their solutions for problems and stimulate their critical thinking skills and promote higher-order thinking abilities. If learners search for knowledge and solutions on their own it makes them motivated and self-reliant in real life.

From teacher Y’s response, ethnomathematics approaches are viewed as time-consuming and in some cases expensive to visit places where consumer arithmetic activities are practiced. The finding that ethnomathematics approaches are time-consuming concurs with earlier findings by Sunzuma and Maharaj (2019). In such situations, the teachers resort to traditional approaches that might result in learners’ failure to recognize the relevance of consumer arithmetic to their lives as well as poor achievement in examinations and tests. Teacher Y’s response showed that mathematics concepts that the learners might have developed from their cultural backgrounds were not taken into consideration when teaching. The use of ethnomathematics approaches was limited to only one lesson per six lessons as indicated by Teacher X. From the above remarks, the two teachers mainly make use of the traditional approaches that do not take into account the mathematics knowledge that learners might develop out of school. The finding is in line with earlier findings by Mogari (2014) and Sunzuma and Maharaj (2019) who reported that ethnomathematics approaches were partially or not being integrated into the teaching and learning of mathematics. According to Sunzuma and Maharaj (2019), the overreliance on the traditional approaches of teaching is one of the factors that contributes to learners’ poor performance in mathematics.

The teachers were also asked to explain the typical activities they embark on when teaching consumer arithmetic concepts. Teacher X gave the following remarks:

I usually start by explaining to the learners what the lesson is about using the chalkboard. I introduce the concepts using examples from the textbooks. After teaching, I will give individual work in form of exercises to check on how much they would have understood.

Teacher Y said:

In most cases I use the question and answer technique, I ask a question, giving instructions and telling them what they should do during the lesson, and explain to them what the topic is all about. I also demonstrate how to get the answers on the chalkboard. After the lesson, they copy homework questions from the chalkboard.

Teacher X uses the chalkboard and textbook examples when teaching consumer arithmetic concepts. The teachers also assign individual work that might assist in all learners participating. Teacher Y makes use of the question and answer technique to facilitate learners’ understanding. From the two teachers’ remarks, it is clear that none of them refer to the learners’ cultural experiences and out-of-school experiences, including Teacher X who had indicated earlier that he uses ethnomathematics approaches in one out the six lessons when teaching. In spite of the possible benefits of integrating ethnomathematics approaches into the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic, the findings revealed that none of the two teachers use such an approach when teaching. An analysis of the teachers’ existing practices showed that there is a limited link of consumer arithmetic to the learners’ everyday lives and culture. The findings concur with researchers (Madudise, 2015; Mogari, 2014; Sunzuma & Maharaj, 2019) who reported that ethnomathematics approaches were hardly used in the classroom. Research has shown that learners coming from different cultural backgrounds might succeed academically if the teaching and learning approaches are responsive to their home culture (Madudise, 2015).

### Using out of school experiences as resources for teaching consumer arithmetic

The teachers were asked what they learned from participating in this study. Teacher Y said:

I have learned that teaching is not confined to the four walls of the classroom. I can now use resources from outside the classroom to plan and teach not only consumer arithmetic but other mathematics topics too.

Teacher X said:

I had come to realize that learners can be given a task that requires them to visit some places such as banks or other places in order for them to research more on mathematical concepts.

When describing what they have learned teachers also pointed to how the learners had benefited from the ethnomathematics approach. Teacher Y claimed that he had seen a great change in learners’ attitudes towards consumer arithmetic. Teacher Y said:

During the teaching and learning period, learners were motivated, were actively involved and were even answering given tasks on their own. I got the impression that the lessons were interesting as learners were participating very, very well and the methods help to eliminate boredom in learners.

Teacher X said:
I think visiting the places such as banks made the whole teaching and learning process funny and interesting. The more they were interested in the activities and visits the more they learn and approaching mathematics from this stance has more impact on the learners than the traditional approach.

The teachers’ remarks showed that they valued connecting the learners’ cultural backgrounds and their everyday life to the teaching and learning of mathematics. To them, the use of ethnomathematics approaches might help learners learn more as well as making them interested in learning the concepts. Benefits such as motivation and interest, active involvement and being able to link school concepts on consumer arithmetic to real-life situations resulted from the use of ethnomathematics approaches. These findings are consistent with Madudise’s (2015) observation that the use of ethnomathematics approaches has several benefits including motivation, interesting and active participation.

**Connecting consumer arithmetic to the learners’ cultural background and experiences**

The teachers were also asked what they think about the time required to prepare for an ethnomathematics lesson. Teacher Y said:

> I think it is important to link the mathematics concepts with what is found in the learners’ cultural environments. I realized that learners understand better when they are taught using the resources from their environments.

**Teacher Y said:**

> If we are to teach using what we do every day in our homes or lives, teaching and understanding improve, I mean teaching becomes very easy and this is important for the learners. I think we need to use more of the learners’ cultural backgrounds and experiences when teaching.

The above statements by teachers showed the importance of connecting the teaching of consumer arithmetic to the learners’ lives that may lead to a deeper understanding of the concepts. The integration of learners’ background activities as well as their prior knowledge in the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic makes teaching easier and enhances the learners’ understanding of consumer arithmetic concepts and retention. The findings are in line with the view held by Madudise (2015), who pointed out that ethnomathematics approaches improve learners’ understanding and retention of mathematics concepts.

**CONCLUSION**

The findings revealed that learners' achievement in consumer arithmetic tests was dependent on the teaching approach that was used. The learners that were taught with the ethnomathematics approaches did very well as compared to those who were taught with the traditional approaches. The analysis from the teachers’ existing practices showed that the use traditional lecture approach was dominant in the teaching and learning of consumer arithmetic, which contributes to poor performance and leading to learners’ boredom as alluded to by Sunzuma and Maharaj (2019). However, teachers valued the use of ethnomathematics approaches in the teaching of not only consumer arithmetic but also in other mathematics topics as they make learners motivated, actively involved and interested in learning mathematics concepts. Teachers also reported that ethnomathematics approaches improve learners’ understanding and retention of arithmetic concepts. Therefore, it is recommended that the teaching and learning of mathematics be connected to the learners’ cultural backgrounds and experiences through workshops for in-service teachers and training in mathematics methods courses in teacher training institutions for pre-service teachers.

The study was limited to one school in Zimbabwe, involving two classes and two teachers only, hence the findings may not be transferable to other schools in the country. Research could be carried out on a large scale using the same topic or other mathematics topics.
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